Biomechanical and perceptual determinants of drawing angles.
This study focuses on perceptual and biomechanical determinants of the kinematics of angular drawing movements. Two experiments are reported in which twelve righthanded adults were asked to draw geometrical patterns consisting of three segments comprising either two acute or two obtuse angles. In Experiment 1, a lower frequency of pauses was observed in acute patterns and their segment length tended to be overestimated. The former effect is attributed to the exploitation of elasticity (Guiard, 1993). In order to evaluate whether the latter effect was due to perceptual factors, a second experiment was conducted. Twelve subjects drew a subset of the angular patterns under normal visual conditions and under conditions in which they could neither see their moving limb nor the resulting drawing trace. Again, subjects produced more pauses at obtuse than at acute angles and tended to overestimate the segment length in acute patterns. It is concluded that pauses are likely to occur between segments of discrete movement sequences when potential energy needs to be dissipated. When conditions arise that allow subjects to exploit elasticity, however, segment length tends to increase. The results of Experiment 2 confirm that these phenomena are independent from visual perception.